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is a language used to model onurrent and parallel omputer systems for-
mally. This paper presents an implementation of a signiant part of the operational
semantis of CSP
M
using ation semantis. This work is a starting point for the
development of a formal animator using ation semantis engines, ompilers, or
interpreters like Abao or Ani, and of a Java library that implements the CSP
operators.




The use of abstrat and mathematial notation for the speiation of onurrent and
parallel primitives is a hallenging task. Ation Semantis [11℄ overs some very desirable
properties for this kind of job: readability, modularity, abstration, omparability, and
onurreny.
Communiating Sequential Proesses (CSP) has been used to design onurrent sys-
tems based on a formal mathematial theory [17, 9℄. Its main objetive is to dene the
dynami behaviour of onurrent proesses. This is modeled using the onept of ommu-
niation between proesses. CSP
M
[18℄ is the mahine readable version of CSP. It was
implemented by tools like FDR [3℄ and PROBE [4℄, and extends CSP with a subset of a
funtional language that is used to onstrut auxiliary expressions and funtions.
An Ation Semantis desription for the implementation of CSP
M
operators an be
used as a starting point for the formal development of animators or library implementa-
tions of CSP
M
. There exist some libraries [16, 7℄ and an animator [4℄ for CSP
M
. The
libraries, however, were not reated using formal desriptions. Freitas [6℄ is building a
Java library that implements CSP primitives. The desription of CSP
M
presented here
will be a guide for that work.
As mentioned in [11℄, the ommuniative faet of Ation Notation makes available
a basi notation to speify onurreny. Some important features like synhronization
mehanisms and resoure sharing must be implemented on the top of this basi notation.
This work also provides some important primitive ommuniative ations, as an extension
library, that an be used to model other languages.
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Another ontribution of this work is a ase study on the use of the ommuniative faet.
As far as we know, only the examples reported in [2, 12, 1℄ are available. The authors
of [2℄ and [12℄ give insightful views of the use of Ation Semantis to model onurreny,
but they do not treat them generially nor they support proessing of distributed agents;
they rely on entralized agents.
In Setion 2 we briey desribe Ation Semantis, presenting examples of its notation.
Next, in Setion 3, we dene CSP types, hannels, proesses, and operators. After that,
in Setion 4, we present a fragment of the full Ation Semantis for CSP [5℄ disussing
only the main ontributions. In sequene, we present the abstrat syntax of CSP
M
, some
funtional onstruts, the proesses representation, the animator protool ations, and
some primitive onurrent ations. Finally, in Setion 5 we present the onlusions and
an overview of future and related works.
2 Ation Semantis
Ation Semantis has many desirable properties that formalisms for speifying languages
should have [21℄. Ation Notation [19, 11℄, the formal notation used in Ation Semantis,
provides ontrol ow as well as data ow between ations. This allow us to speify pro-
gramming language onepts like expressions, ommands, delarations, onurrent agents,
et. There are ve basi entities that omprise Ation Notation: (i) Ations: entities that
an be exeuted proessing information, like a piee of a program; (ii) Yielders: expres-
sions that an be evaluated during ation exeution; (iii) Sorts: dene data types with
some operational funtions (Data Notation); (iv) Agents: entities that enapsulate the
exeution of ations, like a thread; and (v) Abstrations: a sort of data whih enapsulates
an ation.
An ation has faets that deals with partiular modes of data ow. There are several
faets: basi, funtional, delarative, imperative, ommuniative, reexive, diretive, and
hybrid; they are desribed in [11, 19℄. Below we briey detail those used in this paper.
 Basi faet: proesses information independently (just ontrol ow).
 Funtional faet: data are alled transients and are not available to the subsequent
ation.
 Delarative faet: an ation may produe bindings that are visible to (soped) sub
ations(s) of the ation.
 Imperative faet: an ation may plae data in storage ells, whih may be inspeted
by subsequent ations. Storage is stable (visible to all ations).
 Communiative faet: an ation may plae a message (any kind of data inluding
ation abstrations) in the buer of an ation agent. The buer is permanent, so it is
onerned with the proessing of ommuniation between agents. All ations exeuted
by an agent an aess the buer, but it is inaessible to other agents.
There are, in Ation Semantis, primitive ations and ation ombinators speially
built to deal with onurreny issues. The framework provides a bus for asynhronous
message passing, asynhronous remote ation invoation between ation agents, and also
a permanent buer that an be inspeted by any ation of the performing agent. An
agent ats like a lightweight proess (or thread) of exeution that behaves as a separate
and independent running mahine (CPU).
An ation an be single-faeted (primitive ation) or multi-faeted (omposite ation).
The former only aets one kind of data (either transients, bindings, storage, or buer);
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the latter an ompose eah faet eet to produe omplex and ompounded ations.
This omposition is made by ation ombinators. There exist ation ombinators for eah
kind of the faet. Below we show some examples of ations.
 bind ``x'' to 10: produes the binding of token \x" to the value 10.
 store true in ell1: stores the value true in the memory loation ell1.
 send a message to agent1 ontaining the value bound to ``x'': sends a mes-
sage to agent1 from the performing-agent ontaining the value bound to the token \x"
(performing-agent is a predened variable that represent \this" agent).
An Ation Semantis desription for a programming language is a unied algebrai spe-
iation divided in the following modules: (i) Abstrat Syntax; (ii) Semanti Funtions:
desribe the mapping from the abstrat syntax tree (AST) of programs to their meaning,
using Ation Notation; and (iii) Semanti Entities: dene the data types used by the
language, and auxiliary sorts and ombinators used by the desription in the previous
module. For a detailed desription of Ation Semantis see [11, 19℄.
3 Communiating Sequential Proesses
Communiating Sequential Proesses (CSP) an be viewed in two dierent ways: (i) a
notation for desribing onurrent systems; (ii) a mathematial theory to study proesses
whih interat with eah other and their environment by means of ommuniations [17℄.
The most fundamental onept of CSP is a ommuniation event. These events are
assumed to be drawn from a set  (EVENTS in CSP
M
) whih ontains all possible om-
muniations for proesses in the universe under onsideration. A ommuniation an be
viewed as an indivisible transation or synhronization between two or more proesses.
The fundamental assumptions about ommuniations in CSP [17℄ are: (i) they are instan-




you an dene types and hannels. The hannels are the wires that al-
low values to be ommuniated between proesses. For example, onsidering the dining
philosophers example [17℄, type and hannels an be delared as follows:
nametype FORKSPHILS = {0..2}.{0..2}
hannel a : Int, hannel b : FORKSPHILS
This allows hannel a to ommuniate any integer value and hannel b to ommuni-
ate pairs: elements of the artesian produt f0 : : : 2gxf0 : : : 2g whih is represented
f0 : : : 2g.f0 : : : 2g. The input of a value x through hannel a is written as a?x. Simi-
larly, output of the fork 0 for the philosopher 1 through hannel b is written as b!0.1.
The main unit under onsideration in CSP is a proess. The alphabet of a proess
P (P) is the set of all events this proess an ommuniate. The \STOP" proess
represents a broken mahine (i.e. a mahine that was not able to ommuniate), and the
\SKIP" proess represents a suessfully terminated proess. Proesses an be dened
using the CSP
M
operators. Below we give a brief desription of some of the CSP
M
operators.
 Prex (->) - Given an event e in , the proess e -> P is initially willing to ommuniate
e, and then behaves like P.
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 External Choie ([℄) - The proess P [℄ Q oers to the environment the opportunity
to ommuniate the initials of either P or Q. By initials we mean the set of events in
P and Q that an be ommuniated immediately.
 Internal Choie (|~|) - The proess P |~| Q does not oer to the environment any
opportunity to hoose any ommuniation. It ommuniates the initials of either P or
Q internally.
 Parallelism ([|X|℄) - The proess P [|X|℄ Q exeutes P and Q in parallel, but they
must synhronize on the events in the set X, interleaving otherwise.






In this setion we give the ation denitions for CSP
M
that are entral to the onstrution




an be either single or omposite, where the omposite types represents
the artesian produt of single types. Types representing intervals of a disrete type may
be dened as well. Sine we are not overing all possible type we leave the denition open
(with the symbol 2 ).
 Type = [[ Type ( \." Type )
*
℄℄ [[ \f" Constant \. . . " Constant \g" ℄℄
\Int" \Bool" [[ \f" Identiers \g" ℄℄ 2 .
In CSP
M
we an delare types to be used in hannel delarations; hannels to be used
in proesses delarations; and proesses to desribe the problem domain.
 Delaration = [[ \nametype" Identier \=" Type ℄℄




A proess delaration gives the name of the proess and its denition: a proess.
 Proess = Identier [[ \(" Expression & Proess \)" ℄℄
[[ Identier ( \? \!" \." ) Expression \->" Proess ℄℄
[[ Proess ProOp Proess ℄℄ 2 .
In the denition of a proess, we an refer to other proesses, and use guards, prexing,
and the CSP operators presented in Setion 3. Sine CSP
M
is a funtional language we
an use funtional expressions in guards and ommuniations.
The desription of CSP
M
involves well-known funtional desriptions [20℄. Other
important semanti funtion denitions like hannels, types, and expressions are omitted
here (but an be found in [5℄).
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4.2 Proess Representation
Here, CSP proesses are represented using Ation Notation agents [11℄. Agents abstrat
a mahine that exeutes ations, like a thread that runs in a CPU. We extend the default
agents (user-agent), alling them proess-agents, to have a proess status assoiated with
them, and dene semanti funtions to alter their status and reate new agents. This
status is used for synhronization purposes.
More speially, a proess is represented by a tuple.







It ontains two agents: the exeutor and the environment. The former exeutes the
CSP operators, and the latter interats with it.
Respetively, the proess tuple ontains two other proesses: the left and the right
operands. The operational exeution of the parallelism uses this struture. In a proess
R = P [jfagj℄ Q, the left and right of R are P and Q, respetively, and the environment
of P and Q is R. In this way we link the proesses and an abstrat the synhronization
mehanism.
More details for sequential exeution an be found in Setion 4.5. For this, the left and
right proesses have the speial value unknown. For the topmost proess, the environment
is a speial kind of agent presented in Setion 4.4. The environment agent eld is used to
link the proess network.
The tuple also has two ells that abstrats the proess representation: the rst reords
the proess LTS (labeled transition system) [10℄ and the seond its walk history. The main
motivation to represent a proess as an LTS, instead of an ation, is the work in [18℄. This
is an operational semantis for CSP
M
that denes the behaviour of proesses as an LTS.
We dene semanti funtions that reate a proess and aess some of its elds.
4.3 Primitive Communiative Ations
Below we desribe some primitive ommuniative ations used in the synhronization
protool. These ations are used in our speiation, but they are suÆiently generi to
beome an extension for the Ation Notation ommuniative faet.
The ation wait[for ℄[on ℄ is used for synhronization of the urrent (performing)
agent. First it uses the put [in status℄ ation to set the status of the urrent agent to
WAIT. Next it uses the reeive primitive ation that bloks until the expeted message
for the urrent agent arrives in the buer. Finally, it uses the patiently hek ation to
wait for the sending agent to set the status of the urrent agent to ACTIVE, and returns
the reeived message. We use status ags, like WAIT and ACTIVE, to have a detailed
ontrol over synhronization.
 wait [for ℄[on ℄ :: yielder[of proess-agent℄, yielder[of event
+
℄ !
ation[giving ontents of a message ompleting diverging ommuniating℄
[using urrent buer℄ (total , restrited).
(1) wait [for x ℄[on s℄ =
put the performing-agent [in WAIT status℄
and
reeive a message[from x ℄[ontaining s℄
then
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patiently hek( the status of the performing-agent is ACTIVE )
and then
give the ontents of the given message .
In sequene we have an ation that oers a set of events s to be performed by an agent
p. This ation has the preondition that the reeiving agent is not ative: its status is
WAIT.
 oer [to ℄ :: yielder[of event
+
℄, yielder[of proess-agent℄ !
ation[ommuniating diverging℄[using urrent buer℄ (total , restrited).
(1) oer s [to p℄ =
patiently hek( the status of p is WAIT )
then
send a message [to p℄[ontaining s℄ .
We also have two ations used to synhronize two agents (the performing and the
environment agents), with respet to a given synhronization set. The rst one is used
in the main ow of events and the other to handle the speial events
p
, yielded by the
\SKIP" proess, and  , that represents an internal event to be performed independently
of the environment agent (i.e. internal hoies). Their denition an be found in [5℄.
The three ations bellow assume that the proess representation is well onstruted.
They generalize the proess representation struture and ompanion operations. To dene
onrete desriptions we need to fully speify these ations. Here we give their headers.
The behaviour of alphabet[of proess p℄ is to return the initials of a proess: the set of
the all events initially ommuniable by a proess, inluding  and
p
.
 alphabet[of ℄ :: yielder[of proess℄ !
ation[giving set of event ompleting℄ (total , restrited).
The behaviour of re[event e℄[of proess p℄ is to adjust the underlying representation
of the proess returning the next step in the proess representation. These an be, for
instane, the next node of the LTS graph.
 re [ ℄ [of ℄ :: yielder[of event℄, yielder[of proess℄ !
ation[giving ell ompleting failing℄ .
The behaviour of hooses[in s event
+
℄[of proess p℄ represents the environment agent
of the proess p, hoosing an event inside the given event set s.
 hooses[in ℄[[of ℄ :: yielder[of event
+
℄, yielder[of proess℄ !
ation[giving an event failing ompleting℄ (total).
The ations alphabet[of proess p℄ and re[event e℄[of proess p℄ orrespond to the
initial and after semanti funtions in the denotational semantis presented in [18℄.
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4.4 Initialization Ations
The ation presented in this setion starts the exeution of a proess p onsidering theCSP
sequential (prex, external and internal hoies, and reursion) and parallel operators
(generalized parallelism and interleaving). It establishes the status preondition for the
agents that perform eah ation.
(1) start-user-environment with p =
hek( both( the environment-agent of p is the performing-agent,
the proess-agent of p is the ontrating-agent )
1
thene
subordinate the proess-agent of p and put the performing-agent [in ACTIVE status℄
2
then


















To simplify the explanation of the next ation we number its important points and
refer to these numbers in the text. This ation rst heks
1
that the environment agent [of
p℄ is running (it is the performing agent) and that its proess agent is the one with whih
it is interating (the ontrating agent). This guarantees that the environment agent
ontrols the proess agent. Next, the subordinate ation is used to ativate the proess
agent
2
. Afterwards, the ACTIVE status of the environment agent is reorded. In the
sequene, it sends a message to the given agent
3
to hoose one of the possible CSP oper-
ator ations (CSP basi protool [for p℄ or CSP parallel protool [for p℄[on e℄) to exeute
aording with the struture of the proess p (the basi protool is alled if p has the left
and right proess set to unknown; otherwise parallel is alled). This ation also sets the
agent status to satisfy the protool ations preonditions. The behaviour of the protool
ations is give events to be seleted by the user environment
6
, so it regives the reeived
events
4
. In the unfolding part
5
, the ation selet-an-event[from p℄[on e
+
℄ aptures the
user environment seleting an element
6
. Next, the ation get-ak-and-wait[from p℄[on e℄
waits for the set of initially ommuniable events of p
7
, an element of whih is seleted by




. This goes on
8
until the TERMINATE sta-
tus ag is set for the proess agent [of p℄, by the ations in the next setion. In this ase
selet-an-event[from p℄[on e
+
℄ terminates. Note that the ation start-user-environment ex-
eutes in its own agent, so it plays the role of the topmost environment for the proess
network.
7
4.5 Ations to Animate CSP
M
Operators
Here we dene an ation to animate the prex, guarded reursion, external and internal
hoie CSP operators. We have only two ations to represent the CSP
M
operators be-
haviour: one for the sequential (CSP basi protool [for p℄), and another for the parallel
operators (CSP parallel protool [for p℄[on s℄). These two ations animate a CSP proess
by ontrolling the exeution ow of the agents. The ontrol is based on the ations
alphabet [of p℄, re[e℄[of p℄, and hooses [in s℄[of p℄, whih, as explained in the previous
setion, apture the operational semantis in [18℄. There exists a preondition for these
ations to funtion properly: the proess-agent and the environment-agent status of the
given proess must be WAIT and ACTIVE respetively, in order to avoid the live lok.
Firstly, CSP basi protool [for p℄ synhronously puts the proess-agent and the envi-
ronment agent of the given proess in ACTIVE and WAIT() status, respetively.
1
 CSP basi protool [for ℄ :: yielder[of proess℄ ! ation[giving event
*
ommuniating ompleting failing diverging℄
[using urrent bindings urrent storage urrent buer℄ (total).
(1) CSP basi protool [for p℄ =
synh states [from the environment-agent of p℄[with the proess-agent of p℄








that the ation heks if the proess is deadloked (the set ATS of the proess alphabet
- its initials - is empty)
3
and treats that situation synhronously putting the proess







in muh the same way. For the former, nishing ations are red
6
and
the proesses silently dies
7





(unfolds). For simpliity, we are prioritazing the seletion of  and
p
.
bind \ATS" to the alphabet [of p℄
2
thene






















The ation heks if the proess has any event in the \ATS" set to exeute
11
. It oers
the possible ommuniation set to the environment and waits for a response to selet any
given ATS events
12




Then we need to adjust the proess representation aording to the hosen ATS event
and regive the hosen event
13
. This extrats the seleted given event from the ommu-
niation set (initials of the proess). After that, we need to send the same given event to
8
the environment and synhronize the status (i.e ativate the environment and make the
proess agent wait on it for any event
14
). Finally, we restart the ation after the proess
and the environment have been resynhronized.
15





oer the set bound to \ATS" [to the environment-agent of p℄
12
then
synh events[from the proess-agent of p℄[with the environment-agent of p℄
[ontaining the elements of the set bound to \ATS"℄
thene
re [the given event℄[of p℄
13
and
the proess-agent of p aks[the given event℄[to the environment-agent of e℄





The ation for the generalized parallelism and interleaving (CSP parallel protool [for p℄[on s℄)
is presented below. Sine its header is similar to the ation above we omit it here. That
ation has an additional preondition: the left and right proesses must be dierent of
unknown.
Firstly, the ation needs to ensure that the environment agent of the left proess is
the proess agent of p and the same for the right proess
1
; this also heks for unknown
proesses. This hek
1
is needed beause the agent performing this ation plays the
role of the environment for the left and right proesses; the proess agent of p reeives
the messages of left or right proess agents as their environment agent
4
. Note that the
environment agent of the proess p an be either other sequential proess or the topmost
user environment.
As in the previous ation, it needs to synhronously put the proess-agent and the
environment agent of the given proess in ACTIVE and WAIT() status, respetively.
2
Here we want to dene a kind of forking inside the proess p
3
. Note that there is not
a start order of the proess
3'
, so we use the interleave property of the \and" ation
ombinator to apture this [11℄.
(1) CSP parallel protool [for p℄℄on s℄ =
hek( both( the environment-agent of the left-proess of p is
the proess-agent of p ) )
1
and
hek( both( the environment-agent of the right-proess of p




synh states [from the environment-agent of p℄[with the proess-agent of p℄
[ontaining elements of the set bound to ℄
2
then
start-user-environment with the left of p
3
and
start-user-environment with the right of p
3'
then
The ation reursively builds the set \C" of possible ommuniable events
5
. The
auxiliary ation build-C-set(A, B, s) applies the step-law for the CSP parallel operator
(C = (A \ B \ X) [ (A n X) [ (B n X), where A, B are the initials of P and Q, of P
[|X|℄ Q, and X is the given synhronization set s) [17℄.
Next, the ation heks
6
if the proess is deadloked (\C" is empty) and treats that
situation synhronously putting the proess and environment agents in TERMINATED
and ACTIVE status, respetively
7
. Note that it must inform the partiipants (left and
right proesses) that this situation has been reahed.
unfolding
4
bind \C" to build-C-set ( the alphabet[of left of p℄,
the alphabet[of right of p℄, s )
5
thene






After that, the ation onurrently
9
waits for the aks of its partiipant proesses,
inside the elements of \C". The aknowledged events will be the events hosen by either
proess (left or right)
8, 8'
. We have an interleaving beause of the \and" property and
not an agent based (CPU) onurreny.
respetively get-ak-and-wait[from the proess-agent of the right of p℄




respetively get-ak-and-wait[from the proess-agent of the left of p℄
[on the elements of set bound to \C"℄
8'
thene
In this ase, they an interleave
12
if that events are outside the synhronization set
s
10
, or need to ahieve synhronization via barrier
11
. In sequene, the event is seleted
for exeution
13
, and the proess ontinues to exeute
14
.














These ations give an operational view of the denitions of CSP operators and the
step law of the parallel operator [17℄.
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5 Conlusions and Related Works
In this work we have used Ation Semantis to dene an operational semantis of CSP
M
[18℄ more legibly. We also made extensive use of the ommuniative faet of ation
notation extending it with some new primitive ations for synhronization, hand shaking,
and ommuniation. Tools like ANI [14℄ or ABACO [15℄ will be used in a possible
future work to run and hek our semanti desription in order to have a formal animator
implementation of the basi CSP
M
operators. Sine ation notation has an underlying
operational semantis, it an be interesting as a future work to ompare this operational
view of the ation notation against the CSP
M
operational semantis desribed in [18℄,
with this we an guarantee that the same behaviour were dened in eah desription
(i.e. our ation semantis desription of CSP
M
against the operational semantis of [18℄).
Basially, the relationship between raw operational semantis of CSP
M
[18℄, and our
desription is the readability, and modularity. It is also a tentative of a more onrete
implementation of the CSP
M
exeution behaviour.
The work in [2℄ uses the ommuniative faet to desribe distributed network protools
(SNMPv3). The onurrent primitives of a funtional language (ML) is presented in [12℄.
As far as we know, there is only one work whih uses ation semantis to desribe CSP [1℄,
whih is based on informal desriptions of the CSP dialet originally dened in Hoare's
seminal paper [8℄. Due to the lak of works in ation notation that uses ommuniative
faet, it was diÆult to make a omparison against other works sine there are no wide
spread available ation notation interpreters that run ommuniative ations.
The work in [2℄ inspired us to dene an Ation Semantis for CSP; the onurrent
ML desription of [12℄ inspired us to build a deentralized and generalized version of the
ommuniative ations. This made the onstrution of a ommuniative faet extension
framework for Ation Semantis easier. This is an important part of our future work.
Some onepts were note ontemplated in our work, like event hiding and renaming,
repliated operators, and data type denition. We also do not onsider the whole type
expressiveness ofCSP
M
as noted in [3℄. Due to the lak of spae we annot explain in more
detail some of the ations and also the ation notation struture, but a omphreensive
work in this ed an be found in [11℄ and [5℄.
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